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Since the birth of human civilization, warriors and adventurers have
been traveling through the vast world of the Lands Between. Crafted
by talented hands, the Lands Between are said to be the essence of
the world as legend had it. "Making a world" where fantasy is real. •
Creator Yoko Taro The author of the concept. Yoko Taro (Code name:
Taro) is known for his games such as Deadly Premonition, Orgarhythm,
Deception IV, D4, and the Yooka Laylee series. He also developed the
Yooka Laylee series as the art director. • Art Director Adam Atomic The
art director. Atomic is the creator and director of the Deception series.
He was responsible for the concept, world design, and gameplay. • Art
Director James Barber The art director. He is the art director and
producer of the Deception series. • Director Ian Jones-Quartey The
director. He is responsible for the scenario. About us at Tarsier Studios
Tarsier Studios is a game studio based in the UK that focuses on high-
quality, original videogames. Founded by Ian Jones-Quartey and James
Barber, it was launched in January 2016. As its main tagline, "making a
world" where fantasy is real, Tarsier Studios is working on original
fantasy games such as "Nimraid," "Tales of the Elden Ring," and
"Yooka Laylee." Nimraid. A game that features an original scenario of
unforgettable thrill that changes the expectations of the genre. Yooka
Laylee. A game that bridges the gap between platform and puzzle
games with its story written by a creator known for his "Deception
series." Tales of the Elden Ring. The first game by Tarsier Studios. An
original fantasy action RPG in which a group of young heroes take the
power to decide their own destiny and their own fate. THE HUNT FOR
THE TREASURE OF THE MAGIC WEAPONS Some people believe that the
most powerful weapon is magic, but others know that the elemental
rings we can use are the most powerful weapon of all. The
consequence was the end of the immortal race and the beginning of
the reckless race of humanoids living in the Lands Between. One
century has passed since then and the world has been ruled by the

Elden Ring Features Key:
An epic drama where the various thoughts of the characters intersect
in the Land Between
Character Customization: A vast range of equipment and skills can be
freely combined
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Strength of Storyline: A multilayered story based on the clash of light
and darkness; various endings
Content Dynamism: New elements will be added regularly in the future
Play the world, not the character’s body
Elden Ring PC version specifications & quantity on sale:

※ Xbox One, PlayStation®4 and Windows are supported
※ PC version is available
※ Playable on the Xbox One via Xbox One Backward
Compatibility
※ PS4 version is not for sale.

Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG made with the development team
“PRIZMA”, which specializes in horror games.

Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG that combines turn-based battles and active
real-time action with exceptional end-game gameplay. We are dropping the
prices of some editions by more than 50%! The following editions are also
temporarily sold out!

Available editions of Elden Ring

Elden Ring Core Edition Price The Fox of the Elden Ring Deluxe Edition Price
The Blue of the Elden Ring Story Add-on Price Elven Sword of Lyf Legendary
Edition Price Elven Armor of Lyf Helm of Lyf Price The Ultimate Edition Price 3
DLC Campaigns x 50 Episode Pack 1: "The Weapon of Lyf" x 10 DLC
Campaigns x 20 Episode Pack 2: "The Armor of Lyf" x 10 DLC Campaigns x 20
Episode Pack 3: "The Helm of Lyf" x 10

The Fox of the Elden Ring Deluxe Edition (unlimited hands) 4993 JPY
 *Early Access bonus included

The Blue of the Elden Ring Story Add-on 11362 JPY *Early Access bonus 
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“The Lands Between lies in the center of the world, a land hidden and a land of
myths. While the Twilight Kingdom is ruled by the Elden King, the other kings
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have never ceased to engage in endless conflicts. This is the reason why a
player begins the game with a lowly rank in the LANDMARK. The Landmarks,
which are scattered throughout the Lands Between, must be protected by
players wielding the power of the Elden Ring. That being said, this game is a
fantasy role-playing game for adventurers who enjoy a heavy story. The Lands
Between are actually a dark and grim world filled with dangers such as
monsters and monsters, and it is up to you to protect the Landmarks by
creating a ‘Resident’ that can be used to explore its world and grow its
strength. The goal of the game is to help residents increase in level, form a
party, and defend the lands from chaos. Rising through levels, the main
character, like the Landmarks, can improve a wide variety of skills and equip
weapons, armor, and magic. Ranging from heavy attacks to powerful
‘Summon’ attacks, the game provides a vast range of contents that you can
enjoy with a party of up to five members.” -Seunya (Steam review) “This game
is a great fantasy RPG with cool characters and the game tells a great story.
The Lands Between is a world that exists in the middle of the world. The main
setting is a world that has several different regions. There are several regions
that have their own features. Each region has been heavily revamped for a
new experience. The game has a lots of fun factors. You can enjoy your game
with this game.” -Dino (Steam review) “I’d like to call ‘The Lands Between’ a
science fiction fantasy RPG. There are some science fiction elements to the
game, but there are also a lot of elements from fantasy and real world RPG,
and it provides a splendid balance between the two genres.” -Lael (Steam
review) “The Lands Between is a game with an exciting story where you can
fight monsters. You can develop various characters and have fun while you
clear the challenge, etc. Even though the main story of the game is unique,
but there is an overall gameplay that you can enjoy with your friends.” -
bff6bb2d33

Elden Ring [Latest] 2022

■Playable Characters • Not a Heroine (Spec: User-controlled, but specified in
terms of attributes and status) Over a large period of time, you pass through a
life story while making the choices that you must. There will be a time when
you will step into the Lands Between. As you progress, the story becomes
more challenging. To participate in the game, we have carefully developed a
fully playable character modeled for male and female young adults.
■Description of Playable Characters (Spec: User-controlled, but specified in
terms of attributes and status) a Male Character • Age: 24 • Appearance: 170
cm, weighing 90 kg • Appearance: Big, thick upper body and sturdy legs. A
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thick, blunt nose. • Appearance: Broad and muscular, with a manly
appearance. • Appearance: Skin tone is gentle. Brown facial features. •
Appearance: Flawlessly shaven. Round and broad forehead. ■Career
prospects In the Lands Between, the only help you can get is from the
prefecture. To become the Lord of the Elden Ring, you must produce an item
that improves your status. The more status you improve, the more
opportunities the prefecture will provide you. The results of the jobs you work
are reflected in your status. You can never reach the level of status you want.
An easy way to get status is to go to the prefecture. If you can get a good job,
you can receive a status improvement bonus of up to a few levels. If you want
to have a high status, you can search for a job at a level two or more. In order
to save money, you can work for yourself, seek out dangerous jobs, or allow
yourself to get involved in a certain crime. ■Items There are four types of
items: • By buying an item at a shop: The item will be added to your
inventory. You can use the item in your gameplay. • Item wealth dropped in
the Lands Between: You can find items dropped by monsters. • Is summoned
via summon magic: It will appear in your inventory without taking up space. •
Bought by selling stolen items: It will appear in your inventory without taking
up space. ■Special Info: There is one important concept that must be
explained for the gameplay of this title. This concept is player stat
(“PlayInfoStat.pbw”). In the

What's new:

trauma-code Kobold Soul Last Goal
THE SELF MADE TALES OF GREEDY LITTLE TINKER
ALIEN NOSY COMPS-WHAT IS THAT NOISE? Meet 
haaaaaaaiiiiiiii: a self-made Batshit Crazy
Travelling Villain who's heard the rumor that he
can get a bunch of gold if he goes to an Ether
Digestion Machine located in a cave. Can you join
him?
If you want to be a jerk to people, then this game
will make you want to live another life! Follow
that fuel truck, pay your debts, rob everybody,
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and hire bodyguards!
Trauma-CodeFantasyRPG

Mon, 22 Jul 2018 13:40:47 +0000 Your Own
Servers 

In this tutorial, we'll show you what it takes to
create your own useable servers in-game: Game
servers are special servers that run games. When
you start a game, it is automatically hosted on a
Game Server. At the beginning of a game, you
can only play on the public Server of the game.
To customize a game server, you need to pay
20M¥. Once you’ve done that, go to the Game
Server Information Site (GTIS) under the Online
tab, click on the... […]
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be released, be sure to be registered in our
website: www.love-comics.com More about The
ELDEN RING Fantasy Action RPG About ELDEN
RING LoveComics, the publisher of The ELDEN
RING, today announced the release of the game’s
Public Test Version. Unlike the main game, there
is no schedule for the DLC (downloadable
content), and any subsequent DLC will be
available on an individual basis depending on
game progress. As of now, the Public Test
Version includes more than 20 different scenarios
with about 24 hours of gameplay time, and is
currently available for download via Google Play
in European version and on the App Store in US
version. You can play The ELDEN RING free-of-
charge in a Closed Beta (Facebook only). The
tests will be open for 16 days, at the end of which
it will be announced whether there will be further
free-of-charge testing. The development of The
ELDEN RING is led by Hitmaker. Check out their
previous works below. Hitmaker has been
involved in the development of a variety of online
games such as Gusto, 7Koku no Nikki, Higashi no
Idol Master, 5 Stars, Aoiyama Sengoku Shinomen
and others. About Love-Comics, Inc. Love-Comics
was established in March 2012. We are an
internationally recognized web entertainment
company that brings original online games such
as The ELDEN RING, Simulation RPG ZERO, and
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the highly anticipated Kult Pendulum, as well as
an online smartphone game and VR game portal
site. We aim to bring an ever-changing world
filled with excitement and surprise to people of
all ages. We aim to deliver the highest quality
games, free of charge. We are poised to become
one of the most valuable game services on the
web. We currently have more than 10 million
users worldwide.
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